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1 This question concerns curves with parametric equations

, ,cos sinx t y nt= =

 where n is a positive integer and t0 21G r.

 (i) Sketch the curves in the cases n 2= , n 3=  and n 4= . [4]

 (ii) For the case n 4= , find the values of t where the curve crosses the x-axis. Hence show that the curve 
crosses itself at three points and state the x-coordinates of these points. [4]

 (iii) For the case n 3= , find the coordinates of the points where the tangent to the curve is parallel to the 
x-axis. [4]

 (iv) Show that, for any positive integer value of n, the curve has 2n distinct points where the tangent to the 
curve is parallel to the x-axis. [6]

 (v) For the case n 2= , find a cartesian equation of the curve in the form ( )fy x2 = , where f(x) is a 
polynomial in x. Hence find the total area enclosed by the curve. [7]

2 This question concerns the function ( )f ez z=  for z Cd .

 (i) The values of ( )if 2+  and ( . )f i2 01+  are denoted by z1  and z2  respectively. Find z1  and z2 , giving 
real and imaginary parts correct to 3 decimal places.

  Find the value of .
z z
0 01
2 1-  and explain why this is approximately equal to z1 . [5]

 (ii) Construct a spreadsheet to demonstrate that ( ) ( )f i f i
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  State which values of h you have used and the expression(s) you have evaluated. Quoting sufficient 
values from your spreadsheet, explain how the result is demonstrated.

  Use your spreadsheet to find, correct to 1 significant figure, the largest value of h such that
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 (iii) Show that )i(f k r+  is a negative real number for all k Rd . Show also that there are no values of z 
such that ( )f z 0= . [6]

 (iv) Show that the points on an Argand diagram representing the roots of the equation ( )f z 2=-  lie on a 
straight line and write down the equation of this line.

  Now taking z to denote a general point on this line, find ( )f z  and hence describe the locus of points 
given by ( )f z  as z varies. [7]
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3 This question investigates those positive integers, n, which can be expressed as the sum of the squares of 
two positive integers a and b, and those which can be expressed as the sum of the squares of three positive 
integers a, b and c.

 (i) Show that if n a b2 2= +  then a n1  and nb 1 . [1]

 (ii) Create a program that will find all possible values of a and b such that n a b2 2= +  for a given value 
of n, where a bG . You should write out your program in full.

  Use your program to find all such ways of expressing n in the form a b2 2+  for n 1009= , n 10 91=  
and n 1037= . [8]

 (iii) By considering all the possible values of ( )moda 42  and ( )modb 42 , show that if ( )modn 3 4/  then n 
cannot be expressed in the form a b2 2+ . [5]

 (iv) Edit your program so that it will find all possible values of a, b and c such that n a b c2 2 2= + +  for a 
given value of n, where a b cG G . You should state the changes you have made to your program.

  Use your program to find all such ways of expressing n in the form a b c2 2 2+ +  for n 161=  and 
n 167= . [4]

 (v) Show that if ( )modn 7 8/  then n cannot be expressed in the form a b c2 2 2+ + . [5]

END OF QUESTION PAPER
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